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Air in Chinese New Year and summer weather makes moving more people "can not" sit home.
Travel "phuot" is how many children you choose to list with the win as Fansipan, Muong
Khuong, Y Tý ... 
Just 4 days off is continuous enough for a trip recently discovered, just relax, do not admit that
the chán. According to information from the travel company specializing in bringing guests
conquering Fansipan, for more than 100 people on top of Fan in the New Year's Day festival
and just. On average, a climb Fansipan need nearly 2.5 million - of ships, shoes, all, climbing
gloves, chocolate eating sugar ... The schedule is convenient to the train to Lao Cai, on the car
and go to Sa Pa mountain immediately. Will have at least 2 nights sleeping forest, drink spring
water, eat cooked by Mongolia before on the train to Hanoi. 

   
Also on the North West line, some young people choose to take the motorcycle to the train
Hanoi - Lao Cai. Wedding motorcycles from Lao Cai to Muong Khuong, beyond wearing Pha
Luong friends over to propel Si Ma Cai, playing shallow profile, and then returned to Bac Ha. A
4-day trip with exciting schedule so private money train car near the 500 thousand dong. Will
spend more gas money, rent holiday, food costs are divided in groups. 

   
The same "khủng" best of "phuot" are concentrated in the mountainous Northwest. The
schedule as attractive "Welcome 2009 on top of Fansipan", "Suong Giang Bac Ha," "The border
Si Ma Cai" or "conquer egotism wearing top North West" with Beer, Pha Din, khau Co. khau and
ferries. 1.400km long trip by motorbike in 4 days cost 600 thousand VND / person, is to travel to
confirm, not for those who prefer to relax or weak health. Those who prefer to venture to choose
is still afraid to ... weather. They do not fear but rét afraid to rain, will slow the process, even to
the removal. 

   
Has the same alcohol to the sea between the winter to feel what is "out the sea." Beach of
choice is in Hai Binh and Hai Hoa (Tinh Gia, Thanh Hoa), wild, yellow people, services, lack of
gold. The students of art or in the home thanks to Creation, so the sea was very familiar with the
people in to ask. The owners only get food and not get comfortable at night. Transportation is
the motorbike and schedule only 2 days 1 night, the price is too cheap, only about 300 thousand
dong. 

   
The first day the new tourism is still the choice of many young people and "phuot" remains
attractive. 
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